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A  combined  experimental  design  and  molecular  modelling  study  of  the  efficiency  of  hematin/HRP–H2O2

in  Alizarin  Red  S (ARS)  removal  from  aqueous  solutions  is  reported.  A  Doehlert  experimental  design
using  21  experiments,  with  temperature  range  fixed  to 30–50 ◦C, pH  range  7–11,  hydrogen  peroxide
concentration  from  0.05  to 5 mM  and  catalyst  concentration  from  0.05  to  4.95  mg/l  is used.  The  factor
levels  are  7 for  H2O2 concentration  and  pH,  5  for  temperature  and  3 for  catalyst  concentration.  At  optimal
conditions,  75  mg/l  ARS  solutions  are  totally  decolorized  by hematin  whereas  HRP  only  achieves  57%
conversion.

UV/visible  spectra  analysis  of  reaction  medium,  species  profiles  during  reaction  using  HRP/hematin
ematin
orseradish peroxidase
olecular modelling
oehlert

at  selected  conditions  and  molecular  modelling  using  molecular  mechanics  (MM2)  and  semiempirical
studies  (PM6-MOPAC  2009)  are  presented  and  discussed  to  explain  the  experimental  findings.  Cpd-I  of
HRP coordinates  selectively  ARS  vs. hydrogen  peroxide.  Dimers  of  ARS  may  inhibit  HRP. ARS may  be
coordinated  by  different  hydroxyls  to hematin  depending  on the  availability  of  them,  considering  the
pH.  Catalatic  reaction  is important  in  the  case  of hematin  but  it  is  not  in  the  case  of  HRP  in our  range  of
experimental  conditions.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) catalyzes oxidative polymeriza-
ion of phenol and aniline [1,2]. Many dyes may  be seen as phenol
erivatives, because they have anthraquinonic structures. One of
hem is Alizarin Red S (ARS) (Fig. 1, see the hydroxyls groups
alled 1 and 2). ARS is used by textile industry and for histo-
hemical staining [3].  Anthraquinone dyes like ARS are recalcitrant
nd durable pollutants in the aquatic ecosystems, where they
re disposed in wastewaters. The classical dye degradation pro-
esses based on chemical, physical and biological oxidation are
ot always efficient enough. New approaches using photocat-

lytic [4] and electrochemical [5] processes are often expensive.
nzymatic treatment of aqueous solutions of phenols and dyes
sing systems based on peroxidases has been reported, soluble
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[6–9] and immobilized [10–14].  These enzymatic methods are
also expensive and affected by the sensitivity of the enzymes to
the environment – pH and other pollutants – [15]. Due to the
enzymes high cost and sensitivity to inhibition or degradation, the
idea of a cheaper although effective catalyst that may  function
similarly or even more efficiently than enzymes is very attrac-
tive.

One group of these cheaper alternatives to HRP are metallo-
porphyrins and particularly iron porphyrins [16,17]. Hematin, a
hydroxyferriprotoporphyrin, is the more stable oxidized form of
the free heme. The use of hematin as a catalyst for oxidative poly-
merization reactions is not widespread due to the low solubility at
acidic conditions [18]. Strategies such as chemical modification or
immobilization of hematin have been proposed to overcome these
problems [19,20].

Combined experimental–theoretical studies in the field of
enzymatic–biomimetic oxidative degradation of phenol deriva-
tives are really scarce [21] even when the molecular mechanics

version 2 (MM2)  and semiempirical methods (parameterized
method 6 or PM6  from MOPAC 2009) have been applied from long
time ago to study metalloporphyrins [22,23] and HRP. In the case
of HRP, electronic and steric characteristics of Cpd-I, Cpd-II and

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molcata.2011.12.011
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/13811169
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/molcata
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Fig. 1. Alizarin Red S chemical structure (C.I.:58005).

pd-III have been reported using ab-initio methods and also dock-
ng studies with selected substrates [24–27].

Sophisticated approaches have been applied to study different
ubstrates and their interaction with peroxidases [28]. Structural
tudies with theoretical molecular modelling have been combined
o study the interaction of certain molecules as substrates of HRP
29]. Studies of the interaction of hematin with phenolic substrates
or oxidative reactions are not common.

The first step for a complete study of ARS degradation using
RP–hematin is to analyze differences and similarities in the activ-

ty in ARS conversion in a comparative way. Some of our group
ave studied at selected conditions the degradation of Alizarin with
oluble HRP and hematin using the one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT)
pproach [7] and this work is the continuation of that former work.
aking into account the previous experimental work, we present
esults obtained for ARS using Doehlert optimization in buffered
queous solutions to explore the impact of pH, temperature, hydro-
en peroxide and hematin/HRP concentration in two  responses:
RS conversion and catalytic yield. UV/vis spectra changes of reac-

ion systems with time as well as oxygen and peroxide time profiles
uring reaction are also analyzed to give insights into the reaction
echanisms of both catalysts.
Besides, using simple MM2  plus PM6  molecular modelling of

ematin and HRP and their interaction with substrates, some key
spects on the mechanism of interaction of both catalysts with
ydrogen peroxide and ARS are explored. The goal is to give support
o the explanations of our experimental findings.

. Experimental

.1. Materials

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) was kindly provided by Amano
nc. (Elgin, USA) and was used without further purification. The
nzyme has a molecular weight of 41,000 Da, a stable pH range
rom pH 6 to 10 and a catalytic activity higher than 180 U/mg for
he 4-aminoantipyrine/phenol reaction (Amano Inc., datasheet).
ematin (633.49 molecular mass) from Sigma Co. (San Luis, USA)
as employed as provided. ARS (C.I.:58005) with a �max = 511 nm,
as supplied by Farmitalia Carlo Erba, Montedison Group (Milano,

talia) and used without purification. Buffer solutions were pre-
ared with distilled water and salts of analytical grade. Hydrogen
eroxide 30 vol.% (2.68 mM)  was provided by Apotarg S.R.L. Labo-
atories (Córdoba, Argentina).

.2. Decolorization reaction

Reactions were carried out using 10 ml  glass vials inside a
hermal bath and under magnetic stirring. The initial dye concen-
ration was kept constant at 75 mg/l (0.22 mM)  in all experiments.
he dye solution was prepared in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for
he 7.4–7.8 pH-range; using 0.1 M Tris for 8.6–9.4 pH-range

nd 0.1 M carbonate/bicarbonate solutions for pH values higher
han 10. In all cases the counter-ion was sodium. An HRP solu-
ion was prepared by dissolving 4.62 mg  in 9240 �l of 0.1 M
odium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 (500 mg/l). The hematin solution
lysis A: Chemical 355 (2012) 44– 60 45

contained 8.1 mg  of hematin in 25 ml  of 0.01 M NaOH solution
(324 mg/l). The reaction mixture consisted of 5150 �l of 150 mg/l
ARS solution, a corresponding volume of HRP or hematin solu-
tion (11.5–141 �l) and the required amount of buffer to reach a
final volume of 10.3 ml.  Commercial hydrogen peroxide 30 vol.%
(1.4–5 �l) was added stepwise at 0, 10 and 20 min  of reaction
time to minimize inactivation effects. Two 300 �l samples were
withdrawn; one before first hydrogen peroxide addition and the
other after 60 min  of reaction. The samples were immediately
diluted in 2.7 ml  buffer solution and analyzed by UV–visible spec-
troscopy. The evaluation of the treatment efficiency was  carried
out through absorbance readings at 511 nm; however, spectra
were recorded in a 200–800 nm range. A Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35
spectrophotometer (Massachusetts, USA) was used for all measure-
ments.

2.3. Experimental design

In order to evaluate performances of both catalysts within a
specific region of reaction conditions (i.e. setting ranges of the
independent variables) an experimental design was selected based
on response surface methodology (RSM) [30,31]. Thus, multivari-
ate polynomial models were obtained from experimental data
(measured responses) by least-square estimates. Experimental
responses were fitted to the following quadratic model:

Y = b0 +
∑

bi · Xi +
∑

bii · X2
i +

∑  ∑
bij · Xi · Xj (1)

where Y is the predicted response, b0 is the average of all exper-
imental responses, bi the main effect coefficient of the variable
Xi, bii the second-order coefficient of the variable Xi, and bij the
interaction effect coefficient between variables Xi and Xj (i /= j).
Variables and their interactions effects as well as curvature effects
on the response were thereby statistically evaluated. A Doehlert
design [32] with four factors was applied in order to estimate the
parameters of Eq. (1).  Doehlert arrays are shell designs based on
regular simplex and have the particularity of having an equally
spaced points distribution [32]. In contrast to familiar designs,
Doehlert arrays are more uniform (number of experiments equal to
k2 + k + 1, being k the number of factors). This set allows a stepwise
approach. In a first step the effects of a group of factors are eval-
uated extending then the analysis to more variables in a second
step, through the expansion of the experimental matrix [33,34].
Thus, the effects of the pH of reaction medium, temperature, and
H2O2 concentration were first analyzed. To this goal, the experi-
mental matrix had thirteen experiments uniformly distributed that
may  be represented in normalized variables (Xi) by the apexes and
center of a cube-octahedron (Table 1, experiments 1–13) [32]. In
a second step, the catalyst concentration was varied as an addi-
tional independent variable. Thus, eight experiments were added
to the Doehlert array (Table 1, experiments 14–21). The central
point was carried out four times to evaluate the reproducibility
of the responses. The experimental order in each step was  done
randomly; however, the experiments with the same temperature
were joined together. Experimental region was  defined consider-
ing preliminary results as well as pH and temperature conditions of
effluents of the textile industry [35–37].  Thus, temperature range
was  fixed to 30–50 ◦C and pH range was 7–11. The hydrogen per-
oxide concentration ranged from 0.05 to 5 mM,  so the molar ratio
H2O2/ARS varied from 0.23 to 23. The catalyst concentration was
modified between 0.05 to 4.95 mg/l, which means a variation of
mass ratio catalyst/ARS from 6 × 10−4 to 6 × 10−2. The factor levels

were as follows: 7 for H2O2 concentration and pH, 5 for temperature
and 3 for catalyst concentration.

The values of the variables are coded or normalized as
Xi = (Ui – UM)/�U; where Xi is the normalized variable with range
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Table  1
Doehlert array of experiments for four variables.

Exp. Temperature H2O2 concentration pH value Catalyst concentration

Effective (◦C) Coded Effective (mM) Coded Effective (−) Coded Effective (mg/l) Coded

1 40 0 2.5 0 9.0 0 2.5 0
2  50 +1.0000 2.5 0 9.0 0 2.5 0
3 45 +0.5000 4.7 +0.8660 9.0 0 2.5 0
4 35 −0.5000  4.7 +0.8660 9.0 0 2.5 0
5 45  +0.5000 3.2 +0.2887 10.6 +0.8165 2.5 0
6  35 −0.5000 3.2 +0.2887 10.6 +0.8165 2.5 0
7  40 0 1.1 −0.5774 10.6 +0.8165 2.5 0
8  30 −1.0000 2.5 0 9.0 0 2.5 0
9 35 −0.5000  0.4 −0.8660 9.0 0 2.5 0

10 45 +0.5000 0.4 −0.8660 9.0 0 2.5 0
11 35  −0.5000 1.8 −0.2887 7.4 −0.8165 2.5 0
12  45 +0.5000 1.8 −0.2887 7.4 −0.8165 2.5 0
13 40  0 4.0 +05774 7.4 −0.8165 2.5 0
Extended matrix for coupling catalyst concentration
14 45 +0.5000 3.2 +0.2887 9.4 +0.2041 4.44 +0.7906
15  35 −0.5000 3.2 +0.2887 9.4 +0.2041 4.44 +0.7906
16  40 0 1.1 −0.5774 9.4 +0.2041 4.44 +0.7906
17  40 0 2.5 0 10.2 +0.6124 4.44 +0.7906
18 35 −0.5000  1.8 −0.2887 8.6 −0.2041 0.56 −0.7906
19  45 +0.5000 1.8 −0.2887 8.6 −0.2041 0.56 −0.7906
20 40  0 4.0 +0.5774 8.6 −0.2041 0.56 −0.7906
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21  40 0 2.5 

Repetitions at the center of the experimental region
22–24  40 0 2.5 

rom −1 to +1, Ui the value of the effective variable, UM the
alue at the center of the variable range and �U  the step
=(Ui,Max − Ui,Min)/2).

The selected responses were the percentage conversion (Y) and
he catalytic yield (Z) defined as:

 =
(

A0 − A60

A0

)
× 100 (2)

 = Y · [ARS]
100 · [Catalyst] · [H2O2] · Vt

(3)

here A0 is the absorbance at cero time and A60 is the absorbance
t 60 min  of reaction. [ARS] and [H2O2] are in mM,  Vt in liters and
catalyst] in g/l. The catalytic yield Z represents the milimols of
onverted ARS per gram of catalyst, per milimol of oxidant.

.4. Statistical analysis

Statgraphics Centurion, version XV.2 (Virginia, USA) was
mployed to perform the statistical analysis of experimental data.
uadratic models which fit the studied responses have been
btained by multiple regressions. By developing Eq. (1) to the stud-
ed case, the complete set of factors and their interactions was
rst subjected to significance evaluation by the ANOVA test. The
esulting non-statistical factors were suppressed and the fitting
rocedure was repeated until significance and goodness of fit (good
2 values) were accomplished.

.5. UV–visible analysis of hematin and HRP with H2O2

For the evaluation of the coordination of H2O2 with the Fe3+ in
RP and hematin the reaction with hydrogen peroxide without ARS
as studied. The reaction was carried out in a quartz cuvette. The
ematin/HRP concentration in cuvette was 5 mg/l. A single addi-
ion of 0.62 �l or 5.26 �l of H2O2 30 vol.% solution was employed
o evaluate hydrogen peroxide effect at 0.56 and 4.7 mM respec-

ively. The pH was set at 10, and the buffer concentration was  0.1 M
hen the catalyst is hematin and 0.01 M when the catalyst is HRP.

he UV–vis spectra were measured before H2O2 addition, imme-
iately after the peroxide addition and during the reaction up to
7.8 −0.6124 0.56 −0.7906

9.0 0 2.5 0

60 min  of reaction with intervals of few minutes. A Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 35 spectrophotometer (Massachusetts, USA) was  used for
all measurements.

2.6. Dissolved oxygen, H2O2 and ARS concentration profiles

Dissolved oxygen profiles were measured with a Pasco Pasport
Dissolved Oxygen Sensor model PS-2108 (California, USA). Reac-
tions were carried out with magnetic stirring at 30 ◦C. Selected
experimental conditions were: catalyst concentration: 4 mg/l;
hydrogen peroxide concentration: 2.5 mM,  ARS concentration:
75 mg/l and medium pH: 9. 46.6 �l of 30 vol.% hydrogen peroxide
was  added in one step to 49.55 ml  of ARS 75 mg/l in pH 9 buffer
(Tris) solution. 400 �l of 500 mg/l HRP row solution was  added to
HRP/ARS system and 361.5 �l of 553.2 mg/l hematin row solution
was  added to hematin/ARS system. The oxygen measurement was
continuous during near 60 min  of reaction.

To obtain the hydrogen peroxide concentration versus time pro-
files, samples have been taken at different times of reaction. 1 ml
sample was  added to 8 ml  of distilled water and 1 ml  of H2SO4
1 M solution to stop the reaction. The H2O2 concentration in each
sample was measured through iodometric titration [38].

For ARS oxidation reaction profiles, the reaction medium con-
tained 9.33 �l of 30 vol.% hydrogen peroxide, 9.91 ml  of ARS 75 mg/l
in pH 9 buffer (Tris) solution and 80 �l of 500 mg/l HRP row solution
for HRP/ARS system and 72.3 �l of 553.2 mg/l hematin row solution
for hematin/ARS systems. Samples were withdrawn at different
times after peroxide addition and treated as specified above (see
Section 2.2). Conversions were calculated with Eq. (2) and multi-
plied by the ARS initial concentration to accomplish concentrations
values.

2.7. HRP and hematin molecular modelling using MM2  and PM6

The model for HRP is based on the PDB 1H5A structure, from

PDB [39]. It includes all the main residues that are thought to be
involved in the catalytic mechanism plus the aromatic binding site
[40]. The following residues are included in the molecular mechan-
ics version 2 (MM2)  plus the parameterized model 6 (PM6-MOPAC
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009) semiempirical calculation using hematin and a model of HRP,
ased on the most recent literature on the topic [41].

 Bonded to Fe from the protein: His170, Asp247.
 Two Ca2+ atoms, one distal and the other proximal, modelled as
dummy  atoms.

 Distal O donors: Asp43, Asp50, Ser52, Asp43, Val46, Gly48.
 Proximal O donor: Th171, Asp222, Thr225, Asp230, Ile228.
 Key residues for catalytic function: His42, Arg38, Phe41, Asn70,
Pro139.

 Aromatic substrate binding: Phe68, Gly69, Pro139, Ala140,
Phe142, Phe179.

The research on the mechanistic pathway of HRP has been very
ctive last 30 years, from the experimental and also the theoretical
oint of view. The general mechanism of interaction with H2O2 –
henolic substrate, simplified, is presented generally in three steps.

 first one with the generation of a water molecule and Cpd-I by
eaction of HRP with H2O2, a second one with the interaction of
pd-I with an aromatic substrate (AH) with the generation of Cpd-

I and a radical A• and a third one with the regeneration of the native
tate of the enzyme by interaction of Cpd-II with other AH molecule
nd the generation of a second radical A• and water. Details of the
echanism can be found in the Dunford book and other works

41–43].
The overall reaction of hydrogen peroxide and ARS (AH) is pro-

osed to be:

2O2 + 2AH → 2A• + 2H2O (4)

The step of formation of the compound I (Cpd-I) in HRP has
een studied theoretically with different approaches by several
uthors. A commonly accepted mechanism for peroxidases is the
oulos–Kraut mechanism [44] that involves acid–base catalysis,
hrough the highly conserved His-Arg couple in the distal side,
esulting in an heterolytic cleavage of the O O bond of hydrogen
eroxide. In a recent paper, Derat et al. [45] used QM/MM  calcu-

ations to describe the structure and spectroscopy of the active
pecies Cpd-I of the enzyme horseradish peroxidase (HRP). One of
he conclusions of the study was that the distal residues, His42
nd Arg38 are essential and have to be included in the quantum
echanical (QM) subsystem for reproducing structural and Möss-

auer spectroscopic features for this species. One key point was
hat for the Mössbauer parameters to be reproduced, the hydro-
en bonding network leading from the oxo group of Cpd-I through
he crystalline water molecule (W427) and the doubly protonated
is42-H+ must be included [40,46].  In a subsequent manuscript
erat amd  Shaik [47] studied through QM/molecular mechanics

MM) the O O bond activation in the enzyme HRP, at neutral to
asic pH. Two different, alternative mechanisms for the formation
f Cpd-I were analyzed. One is from the ferric hydrogen per-
xide intermediate and the other from the ferric hydroperoxide
PorFe OOH) or compound 0 (Cpd-0). The ferric hydrogen perox-
de complex can undergo 1,2-proton shift and heterolytic cleavage
o form Cpd-I. This mechanism has been ruled out due to its high
nergetic barrier. A low energy mechanism can be initiated by
eprotonation of hydrogen peroxide and then O O bond heterol-
sis of the Cpd-0 species. His42-H+ relays the proton to the distal
xygen of Cpd-0 and leads to simultaneous heterolytic cleavage of
he O O bond, resulting in Cpd-I and water – identified as W427.
he positively charged Arg38 facilitates the heterolysis of the O O
ond.
Now, one of the controversies related to the Cpd-I formation and
ts interaction with H2O2 is what happens with the water formed.
he questions that concerned us and several other authors have
een:
lysis A: Chemical 355 (2012) 44– 60 47

1- Does this water molecule remain coordinated to the Fe O of the
compound I or coordinated to the His42-Arg38?

2- What is the role of this water molecule, if coordinated in the
neighbourhood of the catalytic Fe O bond, in the coordination
of the phenolic aromatic substrate and the subsequent hydrogen
abstraction from it?

3- What is the role of this water molecule in the formation of the
Cpd-II in the case of HRP?

The controversy leads to Vidossich et al. [48] to propose two
different mechanisms for the Cpd-I formation through the Cpd-0:

1- The “dry” mechanism, without water coordinated to any of the
aminoacid residues near the Fe or to the Fe O bond or the H2O2.

2- The “wet” mechanism, with water coordinated to Fe O, to His42
and H2O2.

The authors concluded that the Cpd-0 formation in HRP
(PorFe OOH) follows the wet  mechanism and the deprotonation of
the distal peroxide oxygen by His42 with the concomitant breakage
of the O O bond is the rate-limiting step of the process. Moreover,
there are close interactions between water molecules and peroxide
in both the Fe(III) H2O2 and Cpd-0.

Recent isotopic labelling study showed that HRP turnover
conducted from non-labelled hydrogen peroxide and isotopically
labelled water results in the isotopic enrichment of the hydrogen
peroxide. This finding is difficult to explain and perhaps Cpd-
I formation is not involved in the isotopic enrichment [48,49].
With this background we  selected a model of HRP-Cpd-I with one
water molecule coordinated to the O of the Fe O to perform our
MM2–PM6  calculations of the adsorption energy of two different
substrates: (a) a second hydrogen peroxide molecule and, (b) the
ARS molecule.

All the key residues for catalytic function and the aromatic sub-
strate binding were considered in case of HRP. Two HRP models
were used: large model (LM) and reduced model (RM). For the MM2
calculation the complete structure of the distal and proximal sites
were included, such as all the key residues for the catalytic activ-
ity. For the PM6  (MOPAC 2009) calculation, only the Arg38, His42,
His170, and the key residues for the aromatic binding were main-
tained. The results of the MM2  calculations for the LM and RM are
included but they are only used for comparative purposes with the
semiempirical results.

In the case of the hematin, we  included six water molecules
around the Fe O moiety. One of these water molecules is replaced
by the H2O2 or the ARS. In the case of ARS two different orientations
were analyzed: through the hydroxyl group called 1 and through
the hydroxyl group called 2. Fig. 2 shows the different models used
in the MM2  and the PM6  calculations for hematin and for HRP and
the relative size of substrates and catalyst models.

The MOPAC 2009 was  selected as the software to perform the
PM6 calculation [50,51]. Fe parameters are included in the software.
The results are done in the UHF (unrestricted Hartree Fock) mode
that allows the presence of non-paired electrons.

First, a MM2  calculation was performed to obtain a steric energy
minimum using a Chem 3D 5.0 Ultra from Cambridge Soft, for the
LM and for the RM.  Later a single point calculation was  done using
the PM6  methodology at the minimum obtained for the RM by
the MM2.  The MM2  results are only included to show the trend,
whereas the PM6  software provides the �Hr for the adsorption
reaction as a difference between the �Hf of the final state and the

initial state. The results of the reduced model are related to the
same structures whose �Hr are obtained using PM6. The graphs
of the minima found by calculation were done using ChemBio 3D
Ultra 11.0.
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The general substrate adsorption reactions considered in the
M2–PM6 for hematin and HRP are

HematinFe O 6H2O + Substrate

→ HematinFe Obond Substrate 5H2O + H2O (5)

RPFe O H2O + Substrate → HRPFe Obond Substrate H2O

(6)

Substrate 1 is H2O2 and Substrate 2 is ARS.

. Results and discussion

.1. ARS solution behaviour

ARS solutions presented a turbid appearance independently of

H. Open literature reported the formation of ARS molecular aggre-
ates. The molecular aggregates are built by stacked ARS molecules
10]. Fig. 3 shows the different anthraquinoid resonant structures
f ARS at different pHs and Fig. 4 shows the influence of the pHs and

Fig. 3. Resonant structures at different pHs of ARS.
atoms are not shown for clarity.

catalyst on ARS solutions at different pH-values. The 420–640 nm
band’s shape and location of the maximum absorbance changes
with the pH. The 511–520 nm band is assignable to the n → �* tran-
sition of C O (ARS). The new shoulder at 600 nm is assigned to
the conjugated carbonyl groups found at pH 10.6, related to the
formation of new C O bonds as a product of the two OH depro-
tonation at that pH (see Fig. 3, black circle at bottom). The increase
of the absorbance in the pH range from 7.4 to 9 between 420 and
620 nm may  be related to de-aggregation of ARS dimers/oligomers.
The ARS structure changes with the pH. At pHs 7.4 and 9, more and
more species with ionized OH2 (and quinoid resonant species) are
present (the first pKa of sodic ARS is 5.5–6.7 assignable to OH2).
The main species is a dianion. With a second pKa of 11 for sodic
ARS, the relative concentration of the ARS trianion to the ARS as
dianion at pH 10.6 is 0.4. At pH 10.6 an important proportion
of ARS is a trianion – with the two  OH ionized plus the sulfonic
group as sulfonate. There is an isosbestic point in these spectra
at 525 nm,  confirming that there are two  species coexisting at
pH 10.6 [52].

Pirillo et al. [7] have observed Alizarin aggregates in aqueous

solution, and Alizarin has a very similar structure to ARS. ARS
dimers formation by hydrogen bonding have been studied before
[53]. Aggregation is observed in UV–vis spectra as a decrease of

Fig. 4. Alizarin Red S spectra at different pHs in the reaction medium
(buffer + catalyst). Isosbestic point marked with a circle.
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Table  2
Results of conversion and catalytic yield.

Exp. no. HRP Hematin

Conversion, Y (%) Catalytic yield, Z (g−1) Conversion, Y (%) Catalytic yield, Z (g−1)

1 30.5 (±14.6)
a 1069 (±156)

a 77.6 (±0.6)
a 3773 (±58)

a

2 28.0 1361 61.2 2982
3  25.9 907 71.0 2488
4 29.2 800 92.3 2527
5  57.1 12511 73.5 16106
6 21.8  763 86.4 3030
7  27.7 606 66.8 1463
8  40.5 8869 77.2 16916
9  39.5 1083 92.6 2716

10 25.5 2034 88.3 2738
11 16.0 299 72.2 2537
12  22.7 1105 61.8 3010
13 13.8 257 71.8 1339
14  19.5 301 92.3 1423
15  23.2 358 93.6 1444
16  29.8 1335 102.7 4606
17  12.9 254 91.9 1814
18  13.0 2829 23.8 5164
19 27.4 5950 17.7 3851
20  3.0 292 22.2 2171
21 0.0 0 0.0 0.0

a Average values of central point repetitions. The standard error (as the standard deviation/medium value) is presented in each case.
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he absorption band or a batochromic shift in comparison to a
onomer solution spectra [54].

.2. ARS decolorization reactions

Table 2 shows the response values of the experimental design.
o determine whether hydrogen peroxide is capable to decolorize
RS solutions by non-catalytic ways, reactions were performed
ithout catalyst at pH 9 and 10.6 with an initial peroxide concen-

ration of 2.5 mM.  Only 2.3% and 3.4% conversions were obtained,
espectively, evidencing the catalytic nature of decolorization in
he presence of hematin or HRP.
.2.1. Hematin as catalyst
The quadratic models obtained to fitting conversions (Y) and

atalytic yields (Z) responses of Table 2 to Eq. (1) are (factors are

Fig. 5. Response surfaces for conversion and catalytic yield in
represented as coded values):

Y = 76.6(±0.87) + 43.3(±1.7)X[Hematin] + 17.6(±1.7)XpH

− 4.1(±1.6)XT − 18.4(±4.2)X
2
[Hematin] − 40.34(±9.0)X[Hem]XpH (7)

Z = 2080(±424) − 6943(±742)X[H2O2] + 873(±750)X[pH]

+ 8779(±1269)X
2
[H2O2] (8)

The selected models represent the best relationships among
the responses and the statistically significant factors. For conver-

sion the coefficient of determination is R2 = 98.69% and adjusted
R2 = 98.33%. For catalytic yield the coefficient of determination is
R2 = 86.43% and adjusted R2 = 84.40%. The increase of hematin con-
centration has a positive effect on ARS conversion, such as the

 hematin/ARS system. Temperature was fixed in 40 ◦C.
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ncrease of pH from neutral to alkaline. Catalytic yield is affected by
he increase of pH. On the other hand, the catalytic yield presents

 minimum value at middle hydrogen peroxide concentrations,
ncreasing afterwards (see Fig. 5). This may  be associated to the
roduction of inorganic radicals at high hydrogen peroxide con-
entration, which attack the ARS structure [55–57].  However, Zucca
t al. [58] have demonstrated the non-participating nature of HO•

adicals in ARS oxidation by a manganese porphyrin as a peroxide-
ike catalyst. On the other hand, increasing yield at high peroxide
oncentrations may  be a result of a parallel catalytic cycle involving
2O2 molecules that return hematin into its native state as e.g. the
atalase-like activity pathway [59].

The hematin solubility in water increases with the increase
f pH. Also, De Villers and coworkers have studied the catalyst
ehaviour in aqueous solution and demonstrated that dimeriza-
ion constant has a maximum at pH = 7.5 and decreases afterwards
60]. Accordingly, the combination of alkaline pH and high hematin
oncentration should promote ARS conversions. Also, hydrogen
eroxide (with a pKa = 11.62) produces a higher proportion of active
ematin intermediaries by reaction of Fe3+ with a more easily oxi-
ized species, HOO− [61]. However, the conversion has a maximum
t pH 10 and then it falls down. Emmert III et al. [62] studied
zo-dyes oxidation by metalloporphyrins and determined that the
xidation reaction occurs by hydrogen abstraction. ARS at pH < 5.5
s present as monoanion, at 5 < pH < 11 as dianion and pH > 11 as

 completely deprotoned trianion [63]. If there are no hydrogen
vailable to react with the Fe O bond of hematin, ARS radicals are
ot going to be generated. To obtain high ARS conversion, a com-
romise between the amount of hematin available and the ARS
eactivity at pH values between 9.5 and 10 is required.

.2.2. HRP as catalyst
Quadratic models selected to fit the studied responses with HRP

s catalyst are:

 = 29.2(±1.5) + 13.5(±3.1)X[H2O2] + 6.5(±3.1)X[HRP] + 3.8(±3.1)XT

− 51.4(±10.1)X[HRP]XpH − 13.0(±7.8)X[H2O2]XT + 11.9(±8.9)XpHXT

(9)

 = 725(±350) − 4627(±645)X[H2O2] − 1083(±638)X[HRP]

+ 6153(±1107)X
2
[H2O2] + 4398(±1863)X[H2O2]X[HRP] (10)

These models have low coefficients of correlation. For conver-
ion R2 = 74.04% and adjusted R2 = 65.84% and for catalytic yield,
2 = 79.48% and adjusted R2 = 75.58%. Compared to hematin, HRP
atalyzed ARS decolorization results are different (see Table 2 and
ig. 6). The goodness of fit just explains the 74.03% of the experi-
ental results.
The hydrogen peroxide concentration has an important nega-

ive effect on conversion. HRP suffers inactivation by excess of H2O2
nd by organic radical attack to aminoacidic residues. H2O2 inacti-
ation is produced by an alternative reaction pathway of Cpd-I [42]
hereas the second mentioned inactivation pathway may  involve
RS radicals formed during the catalytic cycle [64–66].  Alizarin has

 similar structure to ARS but this behaviour was absent in previous
tudies from our research group [7],  where high conversions were
ound even at high hydrogen peroxide concentration. It is more rea-
onable to think that ARS is not a good substrate to HRP due to its
olume and the presence of the sulfonic species as an important
ifference with Alizarin or in a secondary reaction different in the

ase of Alizarin vs. ARS.

The pH does not affect the studied responses. A negative inter-
ction between pH and HRP concentration exists. This is consistent
ith reported HRP catalytic activity for simple substrates which is

Fig. 6. Response surfaces for conversion and catalytic yield in HRP/ARS system.
Temperature was fixed in 40 ◦C.
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lmost constant in the pH range from 7 to 9, falling down at higher
H values [42]. Also, the increase of ARS deprotoned molecules
t pH near 11 does not permit the radical formation by hydrogen
bstraction.

Catalytic yield decreases with the increase of hydrogen peroxide
oncentration probably due to H2O2-induced inactivation (suicide
nactivation). Moreover, the yield increases at high HRP and H2O2
oncentrations (see Fig. 6), being this finding consistent with a
ower H2O2 inactivation effect since more enzyme is available. This
ehaviour may  also be associated to an increase of the relative con-
entration of HRP native state by the catalase-like pathway [59].
owever, no important amounts of released oxygen are found with

his catalyst (see Section 3.4) at our experimental conditions.

.2.3. Desirability function
Considering that the responses of catalytic yield and conversion

re correlated, a desirability function (DF) is included. Fig. 7 shows
he results of DF for the hematin Cpd-I and HRP Cpd-I. Optimal
alances between the conversion and the yield per mg of catalyst
nd per milimol of oxidant are desirable. The Derringer function or
esirability function [67] is the most used. The scale of the desir-
bility function goes between d = 0 and d = 1. Despite the obvious
dvantages of the Derringer function, unfortunately there are very
ew applications found in the literature in engineering applications
68].

It is evident that HRP is very sensitive to the increase of the H2O2
oncentration and never reaches the value 1. The optimal value for
he desirability function is found at the lowest range of the H2O2
oncentration and the middle HRP concentration. The increase of
RP concentration does not help to increase the desirability func-

ion. This finding implies that something is affecting the availability
f the enzyme to the substrate. This may  be the aggregation of HRP.
ggregation of proteins/enzymes in buffered aqueous solution is
n important problem that many times is not properly addressed
hen free enzymes are tested in aqueous systems [69].

For HRP the desirability function is proposed to be the result of
our different reactions going in parallel: the generation of inor-
anic/organic radicals at high levels (at high HRP concentrations
nd related to higher conversions), the destruction of the heme
nd/or proteic structure of HRP (at high H2O2 concentration) plus
he aggregation of HRP (at high HRP concentration) and finally
he potential negative impact of dimers/oligomers of substrate in
he inhibition of HRP (highest at the lowest HRP concentration
nd highest H2O2 concentration). The blocking of HRP has been
eported as inhibitory with certain substrate structures [70]. Three
f these reactions decrease the final ARS conversion.

The problem of protein aggregation or the blocking of the
nzyme active site by dimeric ARS in HRP is not present in the case
f hematin. Best results for the combined analysis of ARS conversion
nd catalytic yield are found at the highest hematin concentration
nd the middle concentration of H2O2 of the whole range stud-
ed. However, increasing the hydrogen peroxide concentration, the
artial degradation of the porphyrinic ring due to the high amount
f inorganic–organic radicals generated is the probable cause of
he decrease of the desirability function to values lower than 1. It
eems that in the case of hematin the desirability function is the
esult of two different reactions going in parallel: the generation of
norganic/organic radicals at high levels (at high hematin concen-
ration) plus the destruction of the heme structure of hematin (at
igh H2O2 concentration).

.3. UV–visible decolorization analysis
Fig. 8 shows the UV–visible spectra for ARS solutions, before and
fter treatment, with HRP and hematin as catalysts at selected con-
itions. The decolorization is more effective with hematin/H2O2.
lysis A: Chemical 355 (2012) 44– 60 51

However, with both catalysts the drop of the absorbance at char-
acteristics wavelengths is evident. Between 200 and 220 nm an
increase of absorbance is related to the formation of aromatic
compounds with smaller molecular weight than ARS and high
absortivity ε. These characteristics permit us to postulate the
degradative nature of oxidation mechanisms of ARS with HRP
and hematin at the selected range of conditions here studied.
The presence of sulfonic group in the dye structure affects the
degradative mechanism due to its great volume and net negative
charge. Degradative mechanisms with diquinone formation in ARS
decolorization have been proposed with lacasse and 5,10,15,20-
tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphine–Mn(III) as catalysts by Zucca
et al. [58]. Also, degradative pathways of ARS solutions treated with
photo Fenton, electro Fenton, electrochemical or photocatalytic
process have been observed [5,71–74].

3.4. Profiles of reaction at selected conditions

Fig. 9 shows oxygen, hydrogen peroxide and ARS concentra-
tion profiles with reaction time at selected conditions. The study
of consumption or release of oxygen and hydrogen peroxide with
ARS oxidation may give insight into the differences in the reaction
pathways with both catalysts.

The ARS concentration only decreases 40% of the initial value
with HRP as catalyst. Besides, the hydrogen peroxide consumption
and dissolved oxygen are almost invariable after the first 20 min.
No clear catalatic reaction is taking place.

In case of hematin/H2O2 system, the results are very promis-
ing. The ARS concentration decreased almost to zero. Hydrogen
peroxide concentration decreases and dissolved oxygen concen-
tration increases. This is assignable to catalatic activity of hematin.
A mechanism of radicals generation catalyzed by hematin has been
proposed by Akkara et al. [75] for ethyl phenol polymerization. The
reactions and intermediates involved are proposed to be similar to
those found in the HRP mechanism. That proposed mechanism [75]
is associated to a higher consumption of H2O2 for hematin vs. HRP
and is in agreement with our results.

The mechanism of reaction of hematin with H2O2 needs the
sixth coordination position of Fe of hematin to be occupied by H2O2
(Cpd-0) before the formation of Cpd-I. The increase of H2O2 con-
sumption and O2 production in the beginning of the reaction is
noticeable with hematin in Fig. 9. Stephenson and Bell [76,77] have
proposed a mechanism with a Fe(III) porphyrin which involves a
homolytic and a heterolytic rupture in parallel with a compound-0
previous formation. The homolytic pathway results in the forma-
tion of a higher relative amount of inorganic radicals than the
heterolytic one. Moreover, they observed that heterolytic cleav-
age is faster that homolytic in protic solvents, pointing to a role
of protons in the mechanism. On the other hand, the release of
oxygen during the reaction is different from the release of oxygen
obtained with the similar structure alizarin and in the oxida-
tion of other dyes like Eriochrome Blue Black and Fluoresceine
using hematin, but at different H2O2 concentration (21 mM)  and
at pH 7 [7,78].  Granados-Oliveros et al. [55–57] have studied the
formation of inorganic radicals and their effect on organic com-
pounds oxidation. These studies have concluded that in presence of
methalloporphyrins the principal radical formed is O2

•− with H2O2
(10–100 mM).  This species is a principal precursor to HO• forma-
tion (O2

•− + H2O2 → HO• + OH− + O2). In this framework, there is an
initial consumption of O2 and a posterior production.
We propose the peroxidase-like mechanism with a heterolytic
cleavage of O O bond as the most important reaction pathway for
the ARS oxidation using hematin or HRP biocatalysts in presence of
hydrogen peroxide.
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Fig. 7. Desirability functions for hematin and HRP, considering catalytic yield and ARS conversion. Independent variables are coded, pH: 9.0; T: 40 ◦C.
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ig. 8. UV–vis spectra of ARS 75 mg/l solutions, at initial time and after treatment. H
.44  mg/l; [H2O2]: 3.2 mM;  pH: 9.4; T: 45 ◦C.

.5. UV/visible spectra of HRP–H2O2 and hematin–H2O2 at
ifferent H O concentrations
2 2

UV/visible spectra for HRP and hematin with different concen-
rations of H2O2 at pH 10 are shown in Fig. 10.  First, there is a

ig. 9. Profiles of dissolved oxygen, ARS and H2O2 concentration. Initial conditions: [H2O
stem: [HRP]: 2.5 mg/l; [H2O2]: 0.4 mM;  pH: 9; T: 35 ◦C. Hematin system: [hematin]:

clear difference in the values of absorbance obtained for hematin vs.
HRP, being lower for HRP. Low absorbance values are characteristic

of aggregates [69]. This is a sign of aggregation in the case of HRP.
Aggregation does not affect enzymatic reaction with H2O2, because
hydrogen peroxide is a small molecule. The presence of buffer and

2] = 2.5 mM,  [ARS] = 75 mg/l, pH = 9, T = 30 ◦C, [HRP] = 4 mg/l, [hematin] = 4 mg/l.
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ig. 10. UV/visible spectra of hematin–HRP with H2O2 at the highest and lowes
hematin] = 5 mg/l, [HRP] = 5 mg/l. With hematin [buffer] = 0.1 M;  with HRP [buffer] 

he high concentration of HRP increase aggregation (results not
hown).

There is an interesting trend at first sight in these figures for HRP
nd hematin. At the lower concentration of H2O2, with hematin
he band near 350 nm has a different absorbance than that of
95–400 nm,  whereas at the higher concentration the importance

s similar. It seems that two reaction phases are present: a first one
here an important decrease is present and later an increase to a
nal species that remains stable.

There are three bands assigned to electronic transitions � → �*
n metalloporphyrins: �, � (Q bands), and � (or B-Soret). The � tran-
ition originates from 3a2u (�−) and the final state is 4eg (�–*). The

 band has the same origin but the final state is an excited level 4eg
�*). The Soret band is from the basal 1a1u (�). In the case of Fe d5

here are additional bands provided by electronic transitions from
he occupied orbitals of higher energy of porphyrin to the unoc-
upied states of lower energy of Fe (transitions from 3a2u (�) of
orphyrin to e.g. (d�)  of Fe) or charge-transfer (CT) bands. The Soret
ands are located in 380–420 nm whereas the Q bands are present

etween 500 and 650 nm [42,79]. The Cpd-I of peroxidase shows an

mportant decrease of the intensity of 403 nm band due to changes
n ε (from 102 to 53.8 × 10−3 M−1 cm−1), whereas the shoulder
t 380 nm is lost. There are also two bands at 495–500 nm and
centrations included in the Doehlert design. Initial conditions: pH = 10, T = 30 C,
 M.

641–650 nm [80]. Cpd-II presents a Soret band at 420 nm of high
ε (105 × 10−3 M−1 cm−1) and a doublet at 527–555 nm. Charge-
transfer bands disappear in low-spin complexes with OH– or CN– as
ligands [42,81]. Compound-III is a complex ferric superoxide that
exists as ionic-pair and presents a Soret band at 417 nm,  with other
Q bands at 580 and 544 nm [42].

The interaction of hematin with H2O2 generates compound-I,
such as it also does in the case of HRP. The decrease of the 395 nm
and of the 370 nm shoulder is evident at both concentrations. The
absorbance decrease of the 370 nm band to near 345–350 nm is
also noticeable and higher as expected using the higher peroxide
concentration. It seems that there are two  steps of reaction: first an
important decrease of the absorbance of this band and after a short
increase until a stable situation is achieved. Using the higher hydro-
gen peroxide concentration, bands at 395 nm and 345–350 nm are
similar in absorbance, whereas the one at 345–350 nm is higher in
relative importance using lower hydrogen peroxide concentration.
The band at 372 nm has been assigned to ferric ion and may  be
used to check for the formation of Cpd-I. On time on reaction, an

inactive form of hematin is generated. Being only peroxide present,
there are two  main routes for hematin in the reaction with hydro-
gen peroxide, the catalatic pathway with Cpd-I as intermediary and
the inactivation by reaction of the porphyrinic moiety with H2O2
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Scheme 2 presents the main species present during the inter-
action of HRP with hydrogen peroxide at the selected conditions.
These species are proposed with the consideration of the findings
here analyzed and the results published in the open literature [59].
O

Scheme 1. Different species fou

hrough organic oxidation. However, the possibility of hematin
imer formation should also take into account, as a secondary reac-
ion of Cpd-I:

em• Fe+ O + Hem Fe → Hem Fe O Fe Hem (11)

Other dimer could be formed by reaction of a lateral ionized
COO− group of one hematin with the Fe3+ of other hematin, a

eaction that has been published as probable [82]. This possibility
s not supported by the results of the desirability function, where a
lear negative impact of high hydrogen peroxide concentration is
hown in Fig. 7 for hematin. With more hydrogen peroxide avail-
ble, more Cpd-I is formed (more catalytic cycles are possible) –
nd therefore more dimerization is possible. The combined impact
f high concentration of hematin and H2O2 favours both kinds of
imerization reactions.

Scheme 1 shows the different species proposed to be present
ith hematin as catalyst of hydrogen peroxide decomposition,

nd also includes a role of a water molecule in the formation of
he Cpd-I/Cpd-II in aqueous solution. The heterolytic pathway for
ydrogen peroxide reaction generates Cpd-I of hematin, whereas
he homolytic pathway would produce Cpd-II. Since there is no
vidence of Cpd-II in the UV/visible study of hematin–hydrogen
eroxide we can discard the homolytic pathway of hydrogen

eroxide decomposition. Following this idea, the formation of Cpd-

I/Cpd-III with hematin is not supported in our conditions by the
V/visible study. This pathway has been explored also for epoxida-

ion of olefins using metalloporphyrins [77].
OH

 iron porphyrin/H2O2 systems.

The profile of the reaction of HRP with peroxide shows also
the formation of Cpd-I, but in this case there is a shift from near
403 nm to 419 nm with time on reaction. Some partial HRP dis-
aggregation due to interaction with the hydrogen peroxide takes
place, and this is the reason of an initial increase of the band at
near 400–420 nm,  with later a continuous decrease. This could be
assignable to the accumulation of Cpd-III (with the characteristic
bands at 417 and 544–580 nm). Finally, the generation of verdo-
heme species (P-670) at long reaction time seems evident, with
the increase of the 670 nm band and the decrease and shift to near
400 nm of the former 420 nm band.
Scheme 2. Different species found in presence of hydrogen peroxide – only species
of  HRP are included, not hydrogen peroxide or products of each step.
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Fig. 11. Mechanism of ARS coordination and reaction with a

.6. Results of the MM2–PM6  molecular modelling

We explored the adsorption of two substrates (hydrogen perox-
de and ARS) onto Cpd-I of HRP and hematin. The study of this step

ay  give insight on the mechanistic differences between hematin
nd HRP when hydrogen peroxide or ARS are used.

Fig. 11 shows the proposed mechanism of Cpd-I of HRP (with
 water coordinated to the Fe O). Fig. 12 shows the result for ARS
sing the HRP-RM. ARS was studied coordinated with the aromatic
ortion in contact with the aromatic binding site of the HRP (Form

) or with the sulfonic anionic residue pointing to the aromatic
inding site (Form 2). The figure shows the aromatic binding pocket
f the HRP and how the ARS locates there in two  different forms.
ig. 13 shows the conformations for hematin and H2O2 and the two

able 3
esults in kcal/mol of the MM2  minimization (steric energy difference associated to reac

Substrate Hematin/Cpd-I 

MM2  �SE kcal/mol PM6  �Hr kcal/mol 

R1 H2O2 −12 −24 

R2 ARS-1 −37 −25 (OH1) 

R2 ARS-2 −26 −38 (OH2) 

Hr = ��HfP − ��HfR, being P products and R reactives. LM = large model, RM = reduce
ematin; ARS Form 1 and ARS Form 2 coordinations of ARS to HRP. There is a clear select
O

r molecule coordinated to oxygen in Fe O from Cpd-I/HRP.

coordinations to Fe O found for ARS in hematin. Hematin has six
water molecules near Fe O as the initial situation. Results shown
are those of the minima reported in Table 3.

Coordination of a H2O2 molecule to the Cpd-I of HRP is endother-
mic  (see the PM6  result for RM in Table 3). Coordination of the
ARS to Cpd-I is always very exothermic. With water coordinated to
the O of the Fe O, the preferred substrate is ARS for HRP, whereas
hematin may  coordinate either hydrogen peroxide or ARS-1 with
similar adsorption enthalpy. The coordination of the hydroxyl with
the ARS coordinated to hematin in “perpendicular” form-through

the OH called 2 is enthalpically favoured by near 13 kcal/mol. The
results of MM2  are different, because the steric interaction is not
so important in the case of ARS-1 vs. the ARS-2 coordination to
hematin.

tion 1 or reaction 2 or �SE) and PM6  single point calculation (�Hr).

HRP model/Cpd-I

MM2  �SE, kcal/mol PM6  �Hr kcal/mol RM

LM RM

H2O2 −21 −24 +15.8
ARS-1 −29 −44 −55
ARS-2 −47 −50 −68

d model, R1 = reaction 1, R2 = reaction 2, ARS-1 and ARS-2 coordinations of ARS to
ivity of the HRP to coordinate ARS vs. H2O2.
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ig. 12. Coordination of ARS in the aromatic binding pocket of HRP. The arrows poi

Fig. 14 shows the close contacts between the water initially
oordinated to the Fe O, the Arg38 and His42 in HRP. Both confor-
ations – Form 1 and Form 2 – showed short H-bonding between

he ARS and key residues in the HRP model. If the water molecule

s conserved from the Cpd-I formation coordinated to the Fe O, it
s clear that the approach of the ARS is somehow related to how
his water molecule may  be displaced from this position. Other
spect to consider is how this water molecule may  function in the

ig. 13. Structures obtained at the minima steric energy reported in Table 3 for hematin, 
he sulfonic group of the ARS Form 1 and ARS Form 2 (notice the sulfonic group).

catalytic cycle to produce the Fe O protonation. The lengths among
ARS, H2O and HRP residues are all in the range of H-bonding. The
O of the water molecule coordinated to O from Fe O is located at
H-bonding length of OH1 in both coordinations. The two forms of

ARS are favoured in the case of ARS-HRP RM but the coordination
in the Form 2 is enthalpically favoured. From the distances found,
it seems that the OH2 interaction with Arg38 is better for ARS coor-
dination than the OH2 coordination to His42. The distances from

H2O2 or ARS-1 and ARS-2 coordination. See Fig. 1 for OH1 and OH2 location in ARS.
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Fig. 14. ARS interactions in the Form 1 and Form 2 with key residues of HRP.

Fig. 15. ARS-1 and ARS-2 coordination to hematin.

Fig. 16. ARS interaction with key binding site residues of RM HRP model.
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Fig. 17. Alizar

ydrogen of water to the O of the Fe O moiety are shorter than 2.1
 in both forms (Form 1 and Form 2).

Fig. 15 shows the H-bonding lengths found for the ARS-1 and
RS-2 coordinated to hematin. The ARS displaces a water molecule,

nitially located on the O of the Fe O. Distances H(ARS)—-O (Fe O)
re 2.02 A for ARS-1 and 1.9 A for ARS-2, whereas they are in the
ange from 3.5 to 4 A in the case of the RM of HRP Cpd-I. At alkaline
H, the main form would be the ARS-1 due to the ionization of OH2.

Aromatic substrate binding key residues in HRP were conserved
n our calculation. These residues provide a set of hydrophobic moi-
ties that participate in the coordination of aromatics in the proper
onformation for the H+ transfer to be productive. Fig. 16 shows
he distances found for the Form 1 and the residues of the aromatic
inding site. The phenyl moieties of Phe are particularly important
ecause they provide a hydrophobic channel where the aromatic
henyl groups are stabilized. However, the H-bonding interactions
re also operative.

In the Form 1 the hydrophobic interactions Ph Ph are important
etween the ARS and the Phe179, Phe142 and Phe68. The NH of
sn70 interacts with the ionized sulfonic group. This interaction

s absent in Alizarin – that lacks the sulfonic group that ARS has.
he string Phe142 with Ala140-Pro139 generates a kind of “wall”
ehind the ARS, whereas Phe179 is other hydrophobic moiety near
he sulfonic group. Distances NH O (ARS) and NH O (sulfonic) near

 A were found, clearly showing H-bonding stabilization due to
nteractions between HRP residues with ARS.

Structures of Alizarin (or Alizarin Red – without sulfonic group,
rom here thereafter it will be called Alizarin to avoid confusion)
nd ARS and their main dimers are shown in Fig. 17.  Most favoured

imeric conformation was  found by minimization and the reported
ne is the best structure from several explored (results not shown)
r the one which provided the least steric energy as the output
nd/or the lower �Hf. In the case of alizarin, it is known that
 ARS dimers.

bializarin is produced when HRP is the catalyst at selected con-
ditions [83].

From the analysis of the structures it is evident that the hydrox-
yls groups in ARS are located in the extremes of the molecule (see
front view, black circles) whereas in the case of Alizarin they are
located in the middle of the dimer (see black circle). From the point
of view of the HRP and its aromatic binding pocket, this is steric
and electronically very important. We  will explain further why.

The aromatic substrate binding site is prepared to accommo-
date aromatic species, with strong hydrophobic interactions by the
Phe179-Phe142 side. Alizarin and ARS may  forms dimers, such as
many xantene dyes [84]. Now, when the dimer of Alizarin is ana-
lyzed, the phenyl moieties are located in the extremes and the
hydroxyls in the middle of the structure, able to interact with the
Fe O H2O. By the other side, ARS presents in the most favourable
dimer found by MM2  minimization, two negatively charged species
that produce repulsive interactions in the “extremes” of the dimer.
These charges are near the hydroxyls groups in the ARS dimer. In
the case of the ARS monomer, the binding site accommodates the
sulfonic group, but in the case of the dimer, the steric and electronic
interactions do not favour coordination. The charged sulfonic moi-
ety may  interact with polar group through H-bonding or even with
positive charges of key residues of HRP during the reaction (charged
iron or perhaps HisNH+ or ArgNH2

+?), making more difficult the
proper coordination of the ARS for the proton transfer to Cpd-I and
ARS radical generation.

We consider that these theoretical results may  be applied to
explain the different results obtained with Alizarin [7] vs. ARS using
HRP/H2O2. The easy blocking of the HRP due to the generation of

dimers of ARS is an additional problem when ARS is treated with
HRP/H2O2. Partially, we  think that this is the reason of the low
conversion of ARS found with HRP in our work – with a maximum of
near 57% conversion of 75 mg/L ARS at 45 ◦C, pH 10.6, 2.5 mg HRP/L
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nd 0.0032 M H2O2 whereas conversion of 100 mg/L of Alizarin at
5 ◦C is 90% at pH 7, 25 mg  HRP/L and 0.021 M H2O2. This ARS dimer
locking may  be delayed at higher temperatures because of higher
ate of ARS degradation at higher temperatures and lower relative
robability of ARS dimers formation.

One aspect to emphasize is that substrate coordination and H-
onding to Fe O is direct and strong in hematin Cpd-I. Considering
ur modelling of HRP it seems that, following the Koulos Prater
echanism and maintaining the water molecule coordinated to

he Fe O in the Cpd-I, the H transfer from ARS to the O of Fe O
akes place through a water molecule coordinated to Fe O. This
ater molecule is crucial to proton transfer, allowing the reaction

f bulky substrates with Cpd-I. Our work may  be the first step
f a more profound and careful study on the role of this water
olecule in HRP (or other similar peroxidases) mechanism. Besides,

he structure of the aromatic binding site and the presence of His42
nd Arg38 conditionate the reactivity of bulky molecules that may
roduce at low temperatures or low catalyst/H2O2 and high sub-
trate concentration bulky dimers, sterically hindered to react and
ith inhibitory properties. Moreover, some particular structures

re inhibitory because of the nature of substituents in the original
olecule or the resulting structure from radical dimerization.
To the questions formerly presented the answers we propose

re

- A water molecule remains coordinated to the Fe O of the Cpd-I
of the HRP and also to the His42-Arg38.

- This water molecule, coordinated in the neighbourhood of the
catalytic Fe O bond, is crucial in the coordination of the phenolic
aromatic substrate ARS to HRP. In the case of HRP Cpd-I modelled
as the HRP-RM, it is part of an H-network that participates in a
proton donation from the ARS to the O of Fe O. The role of water
is particularly important for hindered or bulky aromatic phenols.

- This water molecule is key in the formation of the Cpd-II-HRP.
It is part of an H-bonded network near the Cpd-I adsorbing ARS
for hematin.

. Conclusions

In the present manuscript, the Doehlert optimization as well
s the combined measurement of the hydrogen peroxide, oxygen
nd ARS concentrations at selected conditions, allow us to postu-
ate some answers to several important questions. The steric and
lectronic structure of HRP makes this enzyme not suitable for the
egradation of certain kind of dyes, such as ARS, even when it is very
fficient in the degradation of a familiar structure, like Alizarin. This
nding emphasizes the substrate specificity of the HRP versus the
ide applicability of hematin to different kind of substrates such as
lizarin and ARS. Hematin has demonstrated to be a very powerful
xidation catalyst for Alizarin in a previous work of our group, and
lso in this work for ARS.

This is one of the few comparative studies in which an enzyme
HRP) and its biomimetic (in this case hematin) are studied in com-
arative ways, using tools such as a very efficient experimental
esign (Doehlert) combined with a simple, but very useful, molec-
lar modelling (MM2 + PM6). Hematin removes about 100% of ARS
t 40 ◦C, pH 9.4, 1.1 mM of H2O2, and 4.4 mg  hematin/l, whereas
RP only achieves 57% of ARS removal at 45 ◦C, pH 10.6, 3.2 mM of
2O2, and 2.5 mg  HRP/l.

Regarding hydrogen peroxide effect an overall negative effect
s observed on performances with both catalysts whereas inactiva-

ion mechanisms may  be different. As evidenced by UV/vis spectra,
tructure modifications of hematin occur, either by formation of
n inactive intermediate of hematin or by dimer formation. In case
f HRP the appearance of inactive P670 species with high [H2O2] is

[
[

[
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clear. Hematin catalatic-like activity may  account for oxygen evolu-
tion observed during reaction, thus being involved in the apparent
yield recuperation with increasing H2O2 concentration. This obser-
vation cannot be applied to HRP since no oxygen evolution was
observed during reaction.

Conformers resulting of the interaction of H2O2 and ARS with
hematin and HRP Cpd-I were modelled and some substrate ori-
entations were addressed as the most energetically favoured.
Production of an active complex ARS-hematin Cpd-I may  be
straightforward with hematin. The lower ARS conversions observed
with HRP compared to hematin are assigned, at least partially, to
HRP inactivation. The inactivation reaction is supported by the the-
oretical calculations as related to the formation of bulky ARS dimers
which inhibit the proper adsorption of substrate into the aromatic
binding site in case of HRP Cpd-I. Moreover, the role of a coordinated
water molecule in the neighbourhood of both catalytic structures
was  assigned as essential for catalytic activity, allowing reactivity
of Cpd-I with bulky substrates in case of HRP.
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